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What can we expect from the Bible? Some expectations are set for us by language widely 
adopted about the Bible, such as references to it as "the word of God," "inspired," and 
"authoritative." These we meld with commonly shared assumptions about books, authors, 
and publishers in our society. We expect publishers to market books that take as their 
starting point generally acknowledged perceptions of our physical and social worlds (what 
we loosely call 'reality') and anticipate that they will advance our understanding of our 
world through reasoned descriptions. We assume that all copies of a book will have the 
same contents and we expect that the name of the author on the cover belongs to the voice 
we hear throughout its pages, unless the book is billed as a compendium of various authors. 
In the latter case, we expect to weigh various authors' arguments and counter-arguments.  

For a good number of church members, these sets of expectations conOlict when reading 
the Bible. If, for example, we read about Jacob placing striped poles within the line of sight 
of mating sheep to inOluence the color of their offspring's wool (Genesis 30:31-43), we 
wonder what happened to the chromosomes and the dominant or recessive traits we know 
through study of genetics. And when Jacob uses this curious method to exploit a loophole in 
a contract with his father-in-law to gain proOit for himself and then justiOies his success as 
divinely ordained revenge, we feel uncomfortably invited to endorse his interpretation, 
despite our expectation that the voice behind this book upholds standards of justice and 
truth. What kind of author is it that paints duplicity as a route to success, while elsewhere 
condemning it and demanding honesty? 

 Similarly, when we read a report of Jesus exorcising demons said to cause epilepsy 
(Matthew 17:18), we wonder what happened to God's claim to Moses that he is the one 
who "makes humans deaf or mute" (Exodus 4:11). And perhaps Jesus's use of exorcism to 
reverse such impediments should make us consider hiring a minister of exorcism as a 
member of our clergy staff.  

Or when Paul mandates that women wear a veil on their heads in worship (1 Corinthians 
11:5-6) and 1 Timothy 2:9 requires that women dress "modestly and decently in suitable 
clothing, not with their hair braided, or with gold, pearls, or expensive clothes," should we 
ponder constructing a dress code for Sunday morning services? Why not, if we confess that 
scripture is God's word? Can we pick and choose what we want to adopt and still claim to 
hear what the Spirit says to the church through the scriptures? Does our reticence imply 
that our faith is less robust than that of those who conOidently confess of the Bible, "God 
said it, I believe it, and that settles it"? 

The aim of this series is to explore what our desire to hear the Spirit speak through these 
scriptures can mean. Resolving our discomfort over scripture's role in the church requires 
understanding the cultural and literary standards prevalent when the Bible's books were 
written and learning why they have come to occupy an indispensable role in the church, 
despite the diverse assumptions and conOlicting claims that mark their authors as disparate 
voices speaking from different vantage points, and all from societies far different from our 
own. Why should we continue to give pride of place to a Bible that does not meet the 
standards we require of respectable books in our culture? 



A Week-by-week Synopsis 

1. A Book by Any Other Name (9/13) 
Our views of the Bible are shaped by, but also in tension with the ways people of faith 

have described it. The widely used, historic confession that the Bible is the 'Word of God' 
suggests that it is divine communication. Even the title 'Bible' sets our understanding of it, 
inasmuch as it designates an agreed upon compendium that enjoys a place apart in the 
church; it even occupies its own place in the sanctuary. There are also commonly used 
terms and phrases that suggest a proper mode for reading the Bible, such as confessing its 
'inspiration', acknowledging its 'authority', 'obeying' its commands, or afOirming oneself as 
a 'Bible-believing Christian'. These and similar terms calibrate our expectations of the Bible, 
but also problematize its role. After all, if we were not prompted to think of the Bible as 
'holy', 'inspired', or 'authoritative', would we be as troubled by its contents? 

2. The Bible's Use of Itself (9/20) 
If the Bible becomes most problematic when we consult it for how we should live or 

what we should believe, then perhaps we should consider how the Bible consults itself. 
Passages from the Hebrew scriptures are cited often in the Gospels, as when Jesus 
compares "What you have heard said in ancient times" (often a biblical command) with 
what he demands, which is typically more stringent (Matthew 5:21-48). Or consider the 
times Matthew cites passages from the Hebrew Bible that he claims was fulOilled in an event 
or an action of Jesus. 

Already within the First Testament we Oind passages from earlier books cited in later 
ones, such as when the voice of Isaiah 51:2 appeals to the story of Abraham and Sarah, as 
does Ezekiel 33:24, but they draw very different inferences from it. Even if examining how 
these ancestors of faith appealed to the scriptures they knew does not uncover easily 
applied formulas to distill unequivocal "truth" from the scriptures, at least we will beneOit 
from considering how those before us appealed to the scriptures. 

3. The Foreign Character of the Bible's God (9/27) 
For a book that ostensibly conveys a divine word from beyond our world, the Bible 

seems curiously reliant on assumptions and conceptions from societies whose beliefs it 
calls into question. When, for example, the LORD is described as "a warrior" (Exodus 15:3; 
Isaiah 42:13) or as a king presiding over his council (Psalm 82:1), these images are ones 
that were commonly used by Israel's neighbors to describe their gods. Likewise, when 
Revelation 12:1-6 describes a woman (as a Oigure of the Jewish/Christian community) who 
has born a child but now Oinds their lives threatened by a red dragon, the story is not just 
bizarre, but dependent on an ancient myth about the Egyptian goddess Isis, who, with her 
just-born child, must Olee the threatening dragon Seth. By using such images, the Bible 
seems to sacriOice any claim that its God is unlike humans or the gods of the nations. What 
do we do when the Bible's descriptions of God seem so dependent on how others describe 
their deities and even impute questionable motives to God? How do we use the Bible to 
construct our view of God when it is so conOlicted in its own portrayals of God? 



4. Books and Authors – Then and Now (10/4) 
By the standards of modern publishing, we might assume that a divinely inspired 

compilation would contain books conceived and written by discrete authors responsible for 
their own words. And yet, there is abundant evidence that biblical books were the products 
of multiple people – not only those we might classify as 'authors', but also hands whose 
modiOications to the book change its warp-and-woof and yet are not marked off as 'editorial 
comments'. 

Evidence of multiple editions of the book of Jeremiah begins with a report that he 
dictated to his scribe, Baruch, a summary of what he had said over 25 years (Jeremiah 36). 
But after the king burned that scroll page-by-page as it was read to him, he dictated a new 
copy containing "all the words of the scroll…burned in the Oire; and many similar words 
were added to them" (Jeremiah 36:32). The Oirst and second editions of the book of 
Jeremiah appear in rapid succession, but they weren't the only editions. Evidence from the 
Dead Sea Scrolls indicates that the book of Jeremiah continued to undergo expansions and 
modiOications long after Jeremiah had died, even down to the decades just before Jesus. 

The evidence of editing and compilation in Paul's letters may not be as dramatic as in 
Jeremiah, but there are still signs that his letters were not fashioned solely by him, let alone 
in a single act of writing. Above all, the Gospels show signs of a type of writing and 
rewriting that would fail to meet publishers' standards in our day. How do we view and use 
a Bible whose authorial pedigree is so tortured? 

5. The Bible and Plagiarism (10/11) 
Using another person's work without acknowledging that the words are someone else's 

is considered inexcusable in today's publishing world. Books have been withdrawn from 
the market, academic degrees have been revoked, and careers have been derailed for this 
crime. So why do we give a pass to the Olood story of Genesis 6-8, when it is so similar to the 
story of a Olood in the Mesoptomaian epic about Gilgamesh, written long before the book of 
Genesis? Equally, a large section within the book of Proverbs seems but a lightly retouched 
version of a much earlier Egyptian work. And why don't we object that the majority of 
verses in the second chapter of 2 Peter read like copies of the core verses of the book of 
Jude, making its author liable to charges of dishonesty and lack of creativity? If honesty is a 
fundamental requirement of Christian ethics, and oaths to "tell the whole truth and nothing 
but the truth" are spoken with a hand resting on the Bible, doesn't this sort of duplicity 
undercut expectations that we could hear God speak through these scriptures? 

5. Do Forgeries Discredit the Bible? (10/18) 
Plagiarism is bad enough, but outright forgeries disqualify a work even more completely 

in our world. Anyone who tried to pass off their own treatise on politics as penned by 
Thomas Jefferson would be exposed as a fraud. And yet, the book of Deuteronomy, which 
puts itself forward as a speech by Moses on the shores of the Jordan river before the 
Israelites crossed into the land, repeatedly refers to Moses speaking "on the other side of 
the Jordan" (1:1, 5; 3:8, 4:47, 49), betraying that its author wrote within the land of Israel. 
Likewise, while there is no doubt that Paul's letters to the Romans, the Galatians, and the 
Corinthians were penned by him, books like 1 & 2 Timothy and Titus bear telltale marks of 
a different author who sought to pass off his writings under Paul's name. Should we reject 
these scriptures as spurious, despite their history of use within the church? 



6. Is Consistency the Hobgoblin of Small Deities? (10/25) 
If the Bible is God's word, why are certain parts of it repeated, even though they are 

arguably not the most important sections? Psalm 18 is not particularly inspiring, and yet 
we Oind a version of it uttered by David in 2 Samuel 22, with parts that differ from the 
version in Psalm 18. Even more striking is 1 Chronicle's retelling of a story about David 
committing a crime that brought punishment on the people. In this rewritten version of the 
story Oirst told in 2 Samuel 24, the impetus for David's sin is assigned to a different cause 
than the one named in the original story. Perhaps even more disturbing is that words 
attributed to Jesus are not identical in the four Gospels, and don't even always agree in 
substance or in the place or time Jesus is said to speak them. If these stories and words are 
in some way inspired by God, why do they disagree in their story lines and claims, and what 
are we to make of those disagreements? 

8. The Bible and the Bizarre (11/1) 
Zechariah recounts a vision of an elaborate lampstand, bearing multiple lamps whose oil 

supply comes from a feeder bowl, which is replenished, in turn, by two olive trees. Not only 
do we use lampstands as decorative pieces rather than essential lighting Oixtures, but the 
identiOication of these seven lamps as "the eyes of the LORD, which range through the whole 
earth" (Zechariah 4:10) seems bizarrely fanciful. 

Similarly, Ezekiel's vision of four living creatures composed of human features, bird-like 
wings, and hooves like calves holding up a dome upon which God is enthroned (Ezekiel 1) 
makes us question the prophet's sanity, as does his subsequent participation in a dramatic 
scene where he erects a model of Jerusalem, and then spends 390 days lying on his left side 
beside it, with an iron plate between himself and the model, followed by forty days lying on 
his right side (Ezekiel 4). The fact that Ezekiel's "four living creatures" reappear in 
Revelation 4:6-11 alongside the "seven spirits" identiOied with the seven lamps Zechariah 
saw breeds uncertainty about what, if anything, the Spirit might be saying to the church. 

If the Bible is an avenue by which God speaks to us, why does it use imagery that seems 
more appropriate to science Oiction than to sacred scripture? If, after all, Jesus's parables 
are stories that virtually everyone can grasp without decoding, why do other parts of the 
Bible offer conundrums that seem to obscure their message? 

9. Which Books Belong? (11/8) 
Our Bible comprises 66 books. But why these 66, and who says that a particular book is 

better suited to the collection than another? Must we feel ourselves bound to this set of 
books if other writings seem more compelling?  

Martin Luther, in fact, found certain books in the New Testament – James, Hebrews, and 
Revelation – of inferior quality and placed them in an appendix to his translation, refusing 
to assign them page numbers as a register of his disdain for them. He was also the one to 
declare that books like Judith and Ben Sira, which continue to be included in the Bible of the 
Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches, were not part of the scriptures that his 
churches considered authoritative. If his exclusion of those books prevailed for Protestant 
churches, why did his judgment that James, Hebrews, and Revelation not result in their 
exclusion from the scriptures we use? 



10. Does Translation Hide the 'Real' Bible? (11/15) 
The Bible was composed predominantly in Hebrew and Greek, with Aramaic, a language 

akin to Hebrew, appearing in some chapters of the Hebrew scriptures. How can we claim to 
hear the Spirit speak to us today if our language is not one of those chosen vehicles of 
divine communication? Are Hebrew, Greek, and Aramaic more conducive to divine speech, 
leaving readers of English at least one place removed from divine address? 

Even if English translations are accommodations that allow us access to scripture, what 
do we do with the differing ways translations render its words? In some cases the message 
they convey can differ dramatically, when compared side-by-side. For instance, when the 
New Revised Standard translation of Psalm 82:1 reports, "God has taken his place in the 
divine council; in the midst of the gods he holds judgment," how can we consider it the 
same scene portrayed in The Message: "God calls the judges into his courtroom, he puts all 
the judges in the dock." How can these represent one-and-the-same passage? Are we losing 
out if we choose one version rather than another? Is there a version that most accurately 
conveys "God's word"?


